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Abstract
Many archives contain materials that document the lived experiences of mixed race people, but are current descriptive practices adequately describing mixed race individuals to enable discovery? Over the past decade, archivists have initiated a multitude of reparative description initiatives across the United States. As our profession spends more time reflecting upon past and future ways of describing specific communities, scholarship in our field has not fully addressed representations of mixed race people. Do mixed race experiences get left to the researcher to "discover"? Is there a way to better surface these materials without also using a vocabulary that further validates problematic race and ethnicity terminology that uphold structures of white supremacy? Critical Mixed Race Studies (CMRS) is an emerging interdisciplinary field of scholarship focused on mixed race experiences and multiraciality using critical paradigms. This presentation will situate theory from the CMRS field in conversation with the archival field, and explore ways in which CMRS theory may inform archival praxis related to the description and discovery of mixed race people represented in archival collections.
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